Marketing copy for professional services firms, energy and technology companies

The Brief:
To create a white paper to support the launch of Deloitte’s new cloud computing service – CitySynergyTM. The
project had to be completed within two weeks ready to be used as an engagement asset at the Amazon Web
Services cloud technology summit in Sydney. This was an aggressive hard deadline for a quality white paper that
included five Subject Matter Expert (SME) interviews and incorporated the viewpoints of both Deloitte and
AWS. It can be downloaded here, and direct from Deloitte’s website.

The target audience:
City and state management, infrastructure and service providers looking for solutions to the complex problems
created by urbanisation.

The Strategy:
•
•
•

To establish why Deloitte’s target audience should be interested in smart cities technologies;
To focus the the SME interviews on building a case for why Deloitte’s smart tools – CitySynergyTM and 360°
Smart City Framework – present a compelling solution to the problems caused by urbanisation;
To incorporate feedback into the white paper drafts very quickly and ensure all participants adhered to the
aggressive project schedule.

The Outcome:
The final draft was delivered a day earlier than scheduled, and went live on Deloitte’s website in time to be used as
an engagement asset for the
AWS Summit and beyond. Alongside being very happy with the
white paper
itself, the Deloitte partners who commissioned the white paper
(also two of the SMEs interviewed) described the creation
process as “a very positive experience”.
The White paper was structured to convince the
target audience: First, that technologies have
now progressed to make the digital transformation of cities
practical and financially feasible. Second, that Deloitte provides
a different approach to smart cities solutions, and provides the
tools and strategies that enable organisations to implement this
new approach successfully.

Copy close-up:

Copy close-up:

The white paper balanced the need
to cover a technical subject suitable
for a cloud technologies summit using clear language
and concepts that engaged and interested its nontechnical target reader.

Copy close-up: The white paper included stories
and examples to capture the
reader’s attention and support its central argument
and key points.

